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Chesterton provides global solutions with 
local service for rotating equipment users

A.W. Chesterton Company has an expansive range of products that appeal to pump users. Paired with 
their long-standing experience and worldwide reach, Chesterton is a clear choice for those looking for  
a company to provide a thorough evaluation of their processes. Pump Engineer spoke with Jim Cairns,  
the Global PLM of Rotary Equipment at Chesterton about the array of products available to pump users.

By Sarah Schroer, Editor, Pump Engineer

Chesterton offers reliability and maintenance training in elevating workforce skills, focusing on learning retention, and custom programs.

“Pumps are used just about everywhere,” says Jim 
Cairns, A.W. Chesterton’s Global PLM of Rotary 
Equipment. “Whatever the industry is, if there is 
some sort of liquid, they are going to have to move 
that liquid with some type of rotating equipment.”

While Cairns is responsible for rotating equipment, 
there are four other sections that include Stationary 
(or Static) Equipment, Fluid Power, Industrial 
Lubricants, and ARC Efficiency & Protective Coatings.

“Our core industries are the pulp & paper, water & 
wastewater, mine & ore processing, and chemical 
processing industries,” shares Cairns. “We are also 

active in the marine industry, the food & beverage 
industry, and the steel industry.”

Chesterton has been in business for over 130 years. 
They were founded in 1884 by Arthur Chesterton 
who worked on the docks in Boston using packing 
on steamships so they didn’t leak when they were 
running. Today, Chesterton employs 1250 people in 
32 countries. They have sales offices in 113 countries.

“We can provide local service almost anywhere 
around the world. We have a 160 offices in the USA. 
Forty-two in South America and 234 in Europe, 
the Middle East, and Africa, along with 66 in 
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Chesterton’s trade & industry activity
 �Fluid�Sealing�Association�(FSA)
 �Hydraulic�Institute�(HI)
 �European�Sealing�Association�(ESA)
 �American�Petroleum�Institute�(API)
 �Valve�Manufacturers�Association�(VMA)
 �National�Fluid�Power�Association�(NFPA)
 �Manufacturers�Standardization�Society�(MSS)

Asia.” Chesterton also has plans to expand their 
Groveland manufacturing facility, which is expected 
to be completed by early 2016.

Broad product portfolio
Chesterton has a number of products under 
the umbrella of rotating equipment, including 
mechanical seals, pump packing, bearing/gearbox 
seals, and gasket & joint seals.

“Chesterton does something called SpiralTrac, 
which is a bushing that pulls solids away from the 
face of the seal,” shares Cairns. “We also have a 
bearing gearbox and seals and lubrication that 
go along with that. There is a really broad product 
portfolio to work with, so we can service a pump 
a lot more than some of the other providers. 
We handle rotating equipment, not just seals. 
Chesterton has a lot to offer pump users.”

Along with their broad 
product portfolio, 
Chesterton also has 
plant productivity 
programs. “We have 
changed our focus from 
servicing the entire 
piece of equipment and 
not just our products,” 
explains Cairns.

“The main goal of any pump is to run reliably. There 
will always be a mean time required, however, it 
is the goal to increase the length of the mean time 
between repairs (MTBR). All of these products are 
geared towards extending that MTBR to be as long 
as possible, as opposed to having the pump break 
down. We offer a lot of products that help end users 
increase reliability and extend the life of equipment 
instead of having to replace it.”

Tackling the tougher cases head on
“Chesterton is really great at solving problems that 
others don’t want to do”. Cairns explains that there 

have been situations where a competing sealing 
specialist has declined a job because it required too 
much modification of their equipment. Chesterton, 
on the other hand, has no problem doing whatever it 
takes to meet the customers’ needs.

“We solve very difficult problems that others 
really don’t want to touch,” continues Cairns. “We 

provide solutions to 
these problems. It is 
Chesterton’s goal to be 
recognized as the best 
partner in providing 
customized programs 
with high performance 
products to help our 
customers improve 
their ability to perform 
from reliability and 

efficiency standpoints. Our core business has 
been the aftermarket. We go to customers that are 
currently faced with challenges and give them the 
products to help.”

Cairns points to a recent example of a wastewater 
plant that was using packing for their pumps. The 
plant had some scheduled budget cuts approaching 
and knew they needed a different method to help 
cuts some costs on the maintenance side. So, they 
began to look at mechanical seals because even 
though they are more expensive upfront, it can be 
even more costly in the long run to maintain split 

Chesterton has a really broad 
product portfolio to work with, 

so we can service a pump a lot more than 
some of the other providers. Chesterton 
has a lot to offer pump users.”

The SpiralTrac Environmental Controller is an exclusive, patented 
throat bushing specially engineered to transform and control the 
internal stuffing box environment in rotating process equipment 
to reduce downtime and extend equipment life.

Chesterton has a team of experts with extensive knowledge in a variety 
of disciplines, industries, and standards. They can offer engineering 
services for seal engineering solutions, custom mechanical seal design, 
environment/standards expertise, and applications support.
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Rotating equipment solutions
Mechanical seals
Mechanical�seals�provide�the�highest�leak-free�
performance�of�any�sealing�solution.�Mechanical�
seals�also�eliminate�shaft�or�sleeve�damage�caused�
by�compression�packing�over�time,�thereby�extending�
asset�life�and�reducing�repairs.

 �Split�seals
 �Cartridge�seals
 �Cassette�seals
  Gas seals
 �Bellows�seals
  Slurry seals
 �Mixer�seals
 �Component�seals
 �Specialty�seals
 �Sealing�support�systems

Pump packing
Pump�packing�is�ideal�for�the�controlled�leakage�
required�for�certain�applications.�Chesterton�offers�
extensive�applications�expertise�in�pump�packing�
solutions�for�rotating�equipment—including�design,�
selection,�installation,�testing,�and�more.

 �Plant-wide�packing
 �Multi-purpose�packing
 �Application-specific�packing
 �Injectable�packing
 �Sealing�systems�for�pump�packing
 �Packing�tools

Bearing/gearbox seals
Bearing�seals�are�designed�to�extend�bearing�life�and�
save�money�by�reducing�downtime�and�increasing�
reliability.�Chesterton’s�bearing�seals�range�from�face�
sealing-type�arrangements�to�advanced�lip�seal�designs.

  Face seals
 �Labyrinth�seals
  Lip seals

Gasket & joint seals
Gaskets�prevent�leakage�of�liquids�or�gases�by�forming�
impervious�barriers�between�mating�surfaces.�From�
standard�sheet�gaskets�and�metal,�to�custom�moldable�
polymer�gaskets,�Chesterton�has�you�covered.

 �Flange�gaskets�
 �Joint�sealing

Plant productivity programs
If�there�is�one�constant�challenge�in�the�industrial�
process�world,�it�is�productivity.�Companies�are�facing�
the�challenge�of�providing�high-quality�products�to�a�
global�market�in�ever-shorter�cycles�while�maintaining�
margins�in�competitive�markets.�This�can�only�be�done�
in�high-optimized�and�productive�plant�manufacturing�
environments.

 �Plant�efficiency
 �Pump�efficiency
 �Water�reduction

seals with packing. “If it is packed, they literally 
have to take the whole thing apart and pull the 
motor apart from the pump so they can get in where 
the packing is. If it is a split seal, they don’t have to 
do that because there are two halves that fit around 
the shaft on the pump.” Cairns explains how this 
only has four bolts so they only have to make it once 
and after it is all rebuild. This cuts the time from half 
a day’s work to about 20 minutes. Overall, this is a 
significant decrease in time required and a large 
increase in reliability.

Another example includes the use of water to cool 
seals in facilities in the Midwest and west coast. 
They flow water from the pipe through the seal and 
then down the drain. “We have technology that 
will re-circulate and be temperature-triggered at 
the same time. So, while the water is running, it is 
coming out and being measured by a mechanical 
piece of technology. It won’t open until it reaches 
a certain temperature and then it will shut itself 
down.” This technology saves tens of thousands 
of dollars in water savings each year and lets 
companies be more environmentally responsible.

Committed to high quality
Chesterton shows their commitment to high-quality 
products by being certified to ISO 9001 in the USA, 
Mexico, Brazil, Chile, Sweden, Hungary, and Munich. 
They were the first seal manufacturer in the USA 
to achieve the ISO 9001 certification. Chesterton 

Chesterton conducts flush water audits, identifies specific 
improvement opportunities, and develops a tailored action plan 
for water cost reduction down to the equipment level. 
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QUICK FACTS: A.W. Chesterton
Year Founded:� 1884�in�Boston,�Massachusetts
Headquarters:� �Groveland,�Massachusetts,�USA�(north�

of�Boston)

Over 500 sales & service locations globally:
 �North�America:�160�sales�and�service�locations
 �South�America:�42�sales�and�service�locations
 �Europe,�Middle�East,�and�Africa:�234�sales�and�
service�locations

 �Asia�Pacific:�66�sales�and�service�locations

Worldwide service to all major industries :
 �Chemical Processing
 �Commercial�Water
 �Food & Beverage
 �Manufacturing
 �Marine
 �Mineral/ 

Ore Processing
 �Mining
 �Oil & Gas 

Website: www.chesterton.com

 �OEM,�Engineers,�and�
Contractors

 �Pharmaceutical
 �Power:�Fossil,� 
Hydroelectric,�&���Nuclear

 �Pulp & Paper
 �Steel
 �Wastewater�Treatment
 �Wood-Based�Panel�Industry

was also the first in its industry to be registered 
to ISO 14001 and now achieves that in plants in 
Massachusetts, USA, Sweden, and Mexico.

 “We know there are requirements in the industry we 
have to meet in order to be viable options in certain 
applications,” says Cairns. “Especially, in difficult 
ones where they are pushing a chemical or a fuel. 
So, we make sure we have all those approvals for 
our seals especially, but also for our packing.”

Both internal and external quality system audits are 
also employed at Chesterton, along with the use of 
continuous improvement methodologies, including 
Lean, Six Sigma, and Advanced Product Quality 
Planning.

Finger on the pulse of the industry
Cairns shared his views on trends in the industry. For 
one, he has noticed that the topic of water resources 
has become increasingly important. A new standard 
for pump efficiency is also being released near 
the end of 2015. “It is known that pumps are one of 
the biggest wasters of energy, so they will now be 
measurable in order for a pump to be viable within the 
USA. Chesterton has products that will help customers 
meet those requirements when they come out.”

One of these products are pump coatings that  
allow for the reduction of drag within the pump  
to increase its efficiency. “Chesterton has the 
products that will help pump manufacturers and 
OEMs meet those requirements without the  
need for a major redesign of their products,”  
adds Cairns.

“The bottom line is that Chesterton is looking to 
solve your problems — no matter what. We want 
to be the company that is your go-to when you are 
looking for results. We provide global solutions with 
local service.”

The Chesterton 442C Cartridge Split Seal is the latest innovation 
in mechanical split seal technology, combining superior seal 
performance with the ease of installation of a cartridge seal.

The bottom line is that 
Chesterton is looking to solve 

your problems — no matter what. We 
want to be the company that is your 
go-to when you are looking for results. 
Chesterton provides global solutions 
with local service.”

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) allows Chesterton to solve 
and analyze problems that involve fluid flows.




